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Thinking: Quick, Think! (A)

Riddles are often called brain teasers for a reason. They take advantage of our more reactive, System 1 type 
thinking and reasoning. In this activity, you and a partner will take turns reading each other misdirection riddles 
that use a similar technique to Spidey’s “The Game with the Red Cards” in Brainchild, by implanting an idea 
and then taking advantage of System 1 thinking.  Then you will try a similar type of riddle, but give yourself 
time to slow down a bit by taking a few seconds before you answer.  This should allow System 2 to think less 
reactively and in a more collected and calculated manner. Let’s find out! 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Choose who will read first.  The reader will read the word to their partner and the partner will say the word and 
then spell the word three times in a row.  The reader will then ask a question, which their partner is to answer 
immediately.  The reader will then record their partner’s response.  Switch roles so that you have each read a 
riddle, then repeat the process so you have each read two riddles total. For the second round, take turns read-
ing the second riddle, but this time give your partner a few seconds (no more than 5) before they answer the 
question.

1. Word: POTS  
(say then spell three times in a row)

Question: What do you do at a green light? (part-
ner answers immediately)

Answer:                                  

2. Word: ROAST 
 (say then spell three times in a row)

Question: What do you put in a toaster? (give 
partner 5 seconds to answer) 

Answer:                                 

Class Results:

Total number of students in class                           

Total number answered question 1 correctly                             =                              %

Total number answered question 2 correctly                           =                              %

 

 Bonus: Now that you have some practice, try to write your own misdirection riddles for your partner.
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Thinking: Quick, Think! (B)

Riddles are often called brain teasers for a reason. They take advantage of our more reactive, System 1 type 
thinking and reasoning. In this activity, you and a partner will take turns reading each other misdirection riddles 
that use a similar technique to Spidey’s “The Game with the Red Cards” in Brainchild, by implanting an idea 
and then taking advantage of System 1 thinking.  Then you will try a similar type of riddle, but give yourself 
time to slow down a bit by taking a few seconds before you answer.  This should allow System 2 to think less 
reactively and more collected and calculated. Let’s find out! 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Choose who will read first.  The reader will read the word to their partner and the partner will say the word and 
then spell the word three times in a row.  The reader will then ask a question, which their partner is to answer 
immediately.  The reader will then record their partner’s response.  Switch roles so that you have each read a 
riddle, then repeat the process so you have each read two riddles total. For the second round, take turns read-
ing the second riddle but this time give your partner a few seconds (no more than 5) before they answer the 
question.

1. Word: Ten (say then spell three times in a row)

Question: What are aluminum cans made of? 
(answer immediately)

Answer:                                  

2. Word: Silk (say then spell three times in a row)

Question: What do cows drink? (give partner 5 
seconds to answer) 

Answer:                                 

Class Results:

Total number of students in class                           

Total number answered question 1 correctly                             =                              %

Total number answered question 2 correctly                           =                              %

 

 Bonus: Now that you have some practice, try to write your own misdirection riddles for your partner. 
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Thinking: Quick, Think! Homework

Today you explored the different systems of thinking on Brainchild. System 1 is fast, impulsive, and automatic, 
while System 2 is calm, calculated, and takes more effort. Using what you have learned from Brainchild and the 
class activities, thoughtfully respond to the following prompt. 

Bias is a tendency in favor of or against someone or something. Which system of thinking is more susceptible to bias? 
Why? Many biases negatively impact our lives and the lives of others. What system of thinking can we use to combat 
negative effects of bias? How? Use examples from your own life. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 


